Case XXXX
Allowing nameplates with thinner nominal thickness.
Section IV

Inquiry: Under what conditions may the nameplate be made of a material with thinner nominal thickness than required by HG-530.1 and HLW-602.3.

Reply: It is the opinion of the Committee that the nameplate may be made of a material with thinner nominal thickness than required by HG-530.1 and HLW-602.3, provided the following requirements are met:

a) The nameplate thickness shall be sufficient to resist distortion due to the application of the marking and to be compatible with the method of attachment.

b) The nameplate nominal thickness shall not be less than 0.020 in. (0.5 mm).

c) The nameplate material shall be limited to stainless steels or aluminum.

d) All other applicable requirements of Section IV shall be met.

e) This Case number shall be shown on the Manufacturer’s Data Report.